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in Dante's Commedia 

Anne C. Morris 

Abstract 

St. Bernard of Clairvaux is not only Dante's final guide 

in the Commedia. but the saint's mystical theology has also 

provided the poet with the means to that end of the beatific 

vision» the process of love. Bernard’s De Diligendo Deo 

explains that there are four degrees of love, ranging from 

the carnal to the ecstatic. These four levels correspond to 

major divisions in the Commedia and to the characters found 

in each. Primary, yet sometimes puzzling figures such as 

Francesca, Cato, Beatrice, and Mary can be understood within 

the terms of Bernard's concept of love. Furthermore, the 

traveller Dante himself assents to the Bernardian explanation 

of Christian love in Canto XXVI of the Paradiso, during the 

second part of St. John's examination on love. The entire 

Commedia climaxes in Dante's mystical vision, achieved with 

the guidance of the character of St. Bernard and fraught with 

characteristics of Bernard's thought, including his Marian 

devotion and his emphasis upon grace. 
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Preface 

Among the most distinctive characters in Dante's Commedia, 

and assuredly the most notable female figures, are Francesca, 

Beatrice, and Mary. Significant critical work has been done 

on each and even the response of readers is more pronounced 

with respect to these women than to others such as Piccarda 

or Lucy. Francesca, Beatrice, and Mary first appear in 

separate books of the Commedia—Inferno, Purgatorio, and 

Paradiso respectively,—yet the relative strength of these 

characters seems to demand a consideration of a possible 

relationship between the three. Dante presents each in terms 

of love i Francesca is one damned to the circle of carnal 

sinners, Beatrice was Dante's earthly love object and is his 

charitable guide in paradise, and Mary's love for her Son 

and for all humanity is unrivalled among men. The implicit 

hierarchy among these loves bears a resemblance to that hier¬ 

archy expounded by St. Bernard of Clairvaux in his De Diligendo 

Deo, "On Loving God," Significantly, this Cistercian saint 

is also Dante's guide in the final cantos of the Commedia, 

cantos in which the traveller finally achieves the mystical 

vision, that achieved on earth by St. Bernard himself and that 

which the mystical writer had called the fourth degree of love. 
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The relationship between the female figures of love, 

St. Bernard's writings, and Dante has been touched upon (see 

footnote #6), yet even the most promising of these sources 

enumerated by Jean Leclerq, Dante et Bernard, seems to have 

made little critical impact since it is apparently untrans¬ 

lated and unavailable. Subsequent references to the rela¬ 

tionship between Bernard's mystical theology and Dante's 

Commedia have only been suggestions or briefly-made connec¬ 

tions, as in the case of Robert Hollander or Jean Leclerq 

himself. 

There are, in fact, significant parallels between the 

writings of Bernard and Dante, parallels which come to light 

in a consideration of the subject of love, one of the central 

themes in the Commedia. Dante repeatedly points to love as 

the critical concern in his movement back to God. However, 

in order to be able to begin to grasp Dante's understanding 

of love and how his understanding is specifically Bernardian, 

one must begin by studying the nature and context of Dante's 

concept of love. As a small child first learns that "God is 

love," and then only gradually is taught all which that brief 

sentence entails, so we must begin on the simplest level, 

with the most basic of Christian truths. Even the poet has 

Dante the traveller learn from the physical examples in the 

inferno before he can comprehend the transcendental notions 

explicated by Beatrice and others in the later books of the 

Commedia. Furthermore, as the poet Dante is the heir of a 

great and complex literary, theological, and philosophical 



tradition, we students of Dante must grasp the fundamentals of 

that tradition in order to ascertain Dante's particular use 

of portions of it. Hence, the study of Dante's use of Ber¬ 

nard's concept of love, formulated in terms of degrees and 

reaching its height in the beatific vision, should begin with 

that basic tenet of Christianity, Deus caritas est, "God is 

love." Dante points to this as the necessary structure of 

instruction when he refers to himself three times as a child, 

before Matelda leads him across the River Lethe to enter the 

Earthly Paradise and be reunited with Beatrice. It is as 

Christ says in the Gospel of Mark, "I assure you that whoever 

does not accept the reign of God like a little child shall 

not take part in it" (Mk.10.15). 



Dante's dialectical method of generalities grounded in 

the particulars is clearly expressed by Beatrice in the 

fourth canto of the Paradiso> "'Cosi parlar conviensi al 

vostro ingegno, / pero che solo da sansato apprende / cio 

che fa poscia d'intelletto degno"’ ('"It is necessary to 

speak thus to your faculty, since only from sense percep¬ 

tion does it grasp that which it then makes fit for the intel¬ 

lect"').^ Beatrice's explanation represents both the poetic 

structure of Dante's entire Commedia and the active means by 

which he achieves, at the end of his poem, the beatific 

vision, a vision of love—as indeed the entire journey is a 

progress from imperfect to perfect love. The poem as a whole 

adheres to Beatrice's insight when we as readers progress 

from the physically graphic episodes in hell to the more sym¬ 

bolic punishments of the shades in purgatory, and then to the 

effluent splendors revealed in paradise. In this progression 

Dante's particular descriptions in the early cantos gradually 

give way to elaborate analogies, as well as to the poet's 

more frequent confessions that the writing itself has become 

essentially more difficult. In his De Vulgari Eloquentia 

Dante had written, "And since language is the necessary vehi¬ 

cle of our thought no less than the horse is of the soldier, 

and since the best horses are suited to the best soldiers, 

as I said, the best language will be suited to the best 
2 

thought." Hence, heavily symbolic or theologically-flavored 

discussions abound in the cantos of the Purgatorio and are 
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especially frequent in the cantos of the Paradiso» culminating 

in St. Bernard's prayer to the Virgin. The stylistic distinc¬ 

tion between the earlier and later cantos is at once a keen 

perception of man's capacity for first responding to vivid 

images and, at the same time, an acknowledgment that these 

sense perceptions are also the basis of intellectual under¬ 

standing. 

Dante's symbolism in the realms of the saved souls, 

although reaching for more than the basic emotions evoked by 

physically-oriented descriptions, is still grounded in the 

belief that it is from the senses that one makes crucial 

associations with the theoretical ideas that lie on a higher 

plane of understanding. This is the allegorical method, 

discussed by Dante in his letter to Can Grande and in his 

Convito. For this concept of four levels of allegory, Dante 

draws from the Church Fathers, from the Scriptures, and from 

the example of medieval theologians such as St. Bernard of 

Clairvaux. Regarding the allegorical method, Beatrice 

explains in Paradiso IVi '"Per questo la Scrittura conde¬ 

scende / a rostra facultate, e piedi e mano / attribuisce a 

Dio, ed altro intendej / e Santa Chiesa con aspetto; umano / 

Gabriel e Michel vi rappresenta, / a 1'altro che Tobia rifece 

sano"' ("'For this reason Scripture condescends to your capa¬ 

city and attributes hands and feet to God, having another 

meaning, and Holy Church represents to you with human aspect 

Gabriel and Michel and the other who made Tobit whole again'") 

(Par.IV.43-48). 
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One would not do justice to Dante as a Christian thinker 

and poet to examine his Commedia simply in terms of his liter¬ 

ary use of allegory, or the process of moving from sensual 

perception to philosophic truth. There are, without doubt, 

an abundance of secular images which one can trace through the 

Commedia as they are used to represent that process of trans¬ 

cendence. Light is a primary example, as are sounds, geome¬ 

tric figures, or the more general concepts of knowledge or 

love. Yet Dante warns us, "Now the kind of philosophy under 

which we proceed in the whole and in the part is moral philo¬ 

sophy or ethics? because the whole was undertaken not for 

speculation but for practice."-^ That the Commedia is by its 

nature a moral operation necessitates that we understand 

Dante's language, his images, and his progressions as compo¬ 

nents of that system? the challenge put to our understanding 

is to correctly ascertain the specific nature of that "kind 

of philosophy. . . in the whole and in the part." 

The key to understanding the moral system of Dante's 

poem lies both at the beginning and at the end of the Commedia 

since the key is the Alpha and Omega—or the Creator. As 

Dante states at the conclusion of his letter to Can Grande, 

"And because when the Source or First, which is God, has been 
L 

found there is nothing to be sought beyond." Dante's words 

are firmly grounded in the Christian theological tradition 

which finds its roots in Augustine and its flowering in 

Bernard of Clairvaux and Thomas Aquinas. In The Spirit of 

Medieval Philosophy. Etienne Gilson explains the nature of 

this theological search for God, an undertaking of the three 
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medieval churchmen and of Dante himself, as revealed in his 

letter. Gilson notes» 

The conclusion, then, is unavoidable that to 
love God is already to possess Him, and since 
he who seeks Him, loves Him, he who seeks pos¬ 
sesses. Our quest of God is God's very love 
in us, but the love of God in us is our finite 
participation in the infinite love wherewith 
God loves Himself. Borne on the current of 
divine love which flows through us and returns 
thence to its source, we can say with St. Au¬ 
gustine that to love God is to possess God.-* 

In the Commedia Dante does assimilate a multitude of 

themes and images from the popular Church devotions, from 

the Catholic theologians, from the medieval philosophers, and 

from a seemingly unimaginable variety of other literary and 

historical sources. Nevertheless, his emphasis upon the 

action of the redemption and upon the centrality of love 

(Cantos XVI-XVII of the Purgatorio are devoted to a discus¬ 

sion of such), both made manifest in the mystical vision of 

the end of the Commedia. points to the profound influence of 

the Abbot of Clairvaux, St. Bernard. In that letter to Can 

Grande, Dante speaks of Bernard's work, De Considerations. 

as a primary source for his poem and, indeed, one can find 

in the structure and substance of the Commedia various ele¬ 

ments of Bernardian thought, elements which are drawn from 

the De Considerations and from other of Bernard's writings, 

including the De Diligendo Deo and his sermons on the Canticle 

of Canticles.^ St. Bernard is not only the final guide of 

the traveller Dante, but his teachings have also supplied the 

poet with the means to that end of the mystical vision» the 

process of love. 
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The simple statement of St. John, "Deus caritas est” 

(John i.4), is the basis for all considerations of God and 

man. To acknowledge God's love is to acknowledge His being. 

To posit God's love is to assert that creation is an act of 

love. Furthermore, God's act of creation impells an analo¬ 

gous love of His creatures for Him, as Dante beautifully 

describes, "ch& 1'ardor sant ch'ogni cosa raggia, / nella 

pift somigliante e piu vivace” ("for the Holy Ardour that 

irradiates all things is brightest in that which is most like 

itself”) (Par.VII.7^-75)» Thus it is that God is the Alpha 

and Omega, for all creation seeks its end in its beginning. 

This "current of divine love" naturally was interrupted 

by the fall of man, with the love of man displaced in his 

disobedience. Hence the question for all Christian theolo¬ 

gians—as it was not a question for the Greek philosophers— 

is the process of man's recognizing and restoring his full 

love to God. At this point we should consider Dante's own 

description—through Beatrice—of the means of man's reunion 

with God, or the Redemptioni 

"La divina bontâ, che da sè sperne 
ogni livore, ardendo in se, sfavilla 
si che dispiega le bellezze etterne. 

Cio che da lei sanza mezzo distilla 
non ha poi fine, perche non si move 
la sua imprenta quand'ella sigilla. • . . 

Solo il peccato I quel che la disfranca, 
e falla dissimile al sommo bene} 
per che del lume suo poco s'imbianca; 

ed in sua dignitâ mai non rivene, 
se non riempie dove colpa vota, 
contra mal dilettar con giuste pene. . . . 

Non potea l'uomo ne’ termini suoi 
mai sodisfar, per non potere ir giuso 
con umiltate obediendo poi, 

quanto disobediendo intese ir suso. . . . 
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Dunque a Dio convenia con le vie sue 
riparar l'omo a sua intera vita, 
dico con l'una, o ver con amendue. . . . 

chi più largo fu Dio a dar si stesso 
per far l'uom sufficients a rilevarsi, 
che s'elli aversse sol da si dimesso; 

e tutti li altri modi erano scarsi 
alla giustizia, se '1 Figliuol di Dio 
non fosse umiliato ad incarnarsi." 

("The Divine Goodness, which spurns all envy 
from itself, burning within itself so sparkles that 
it displays its eternal beauties. That which imme¬ 
diately derives from it has thenceforth no end, 
since its imprint, once stamped, does not pass 
away. . . . Sin alone it is that disfranchises cman3 and 
makes him unlike the Supreme Good so that he is 
little illumined by its light; and he never returns 
to his dignity unless he fills up again the void made 
by his fault, whith just penalties for sinful 
pleasure. . . * Man could never, within his 
limits, give satisfaction, for he could not 
go so low in humility, by a later obedience, as, by 
disobedience, he had thought to go high. ... It was 
needful, therfore, that by His own ways God 
should restore man to his full life,—by one way, 
that is, or by both. . . . For God was more 
bounteous in giving Himself so as to make man 
able to raise himself again than if, simply of Him¬ 
self, he had pardoned; and all other means came 
short of justice save that the Son of God should 
humble himself to become flesh.") (Par.VII.64-120) 

Beatrice places into that essential context of love the var¬ 

ious parts of the argument» the created likeness of man to 

God, the loss of resemblance caused by sin, and the twofold 

movement of man trying to regain his likeness to the Creator 

and of God allowing that through His grace. Furthermore, 

Dante's words, "For God was more bounteous in giving Himself 

so as to make man able to raise himself again," bear a certain 

likeness to the process of redemption as outlined in Cister¬ 

cian mysticism. St. Bernard describes the fall in the specific 

terms of sin causing man's unlikeness to the Creator, but not 

affecting man as the image of God. Dante assimilates this 
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theme—as well as Bernard's general understanding of the 

redemption as a twofold process of love—into his poem. We 

may compare Dante's account of the fall and redemption with 

Bernard's in his sermons on the Song of Songsi 

Who does not stand amazed at beholding the 
charity of a God despised and yet recalling 
the soul that spurned it? ■ • . But let him 
remove from his soul, the iniquity which forms 
in her a partial unlikeness to the Word cfor 
the soul's greatness and capacity for God 
remains^ and then there shall be perfect unity 
of spirit, mutual vision, and reciprocal love. 
"When that which is perfect shall come, that 
which in part shall be done away," and then 
between God and soul shall be pure and per¬ 
fect love.' 

It is evident from the outset of the Commedia. when the 

traveller Dante "ritrovai per una selva oscura" ("came to 

myself within a dark wood”), that the poet intends his work 

to show—and to be—the process of a soul's return to God 

(Inf.1.2). Dante's own words in his letter to Can Grande and 

the technique of the poem itself confirm that the return to 

the Alpha and Omega, to the purity of "Deus caritas est," 

does involve a real process. It is one achieved in time and 

in space, as the redemption was achieved in time and space in 

the mystery of the Incarnation. Dante relates, "la divina 

bontà, che '1 mondo imprenta, / di procéder per tutte le sue 

vie / a rilevarsi suso fu contenda. / Ne tra 1'ultima notte e 

'1 primo die / si alto o si magnifico processo, / o per l'una 

o per l'altra, fu o fie" ("the Divine Goodness which put its 

imprint on the world was pleased to proceed by all its ways 

to raise you up again? not between the last night and the 

first day was or will be a procedure by the one way or the 
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other so lofty or so glorious") (Par.VII.109-14). With the 

Incarnation came the example of perfect progress, by grace 

and charity, to our Source. Dante as a Christian poet bounds 

up in his description of Christ's loving redemption all of 

the associated themes in the theological tradition* the God- 

man leading men to salvation, the obedience of Mary's will 

replacing the disobedience of Eve's, the ever-increasing love 

as imaged in Beatrice's eyes and smile, and the renewed pro¬ 

mise of achieving unity within and through the love of God. 

In the sphere of the Fixed Stars, Dante and Beatrice 

pause in their ascent through the heavens. It is here that 

Dante views the pageant of the Church Triumphant, "rid'io 

cosi piu turbe di splendori, / fulgorate di su da raggi 

ardenti" ("Many hosts of splendours flashed upon from above 

by burning rays") (Par.XXIII.82-83). A vision also is 

granted to the traveller Dante, who sees a reenactment of the 

Annunciation by "angelic love" whose "circling melody" 

wheels about the "living star," Mary. Even Christ appears 

here, momentarily, as a blinding light who ascends and is 

followed by His mother. It is immediately following Dante's 

perception of the Church Triumphant that he is given examina¬ 

tions by the foremost apostles* St. Peter questions Dante on 

faith (Canto XXIV), St. James on hope (Canto XXV), and St. 

John on love (Canto XXVI). The latter examination of love 

most concerns us here given the centrality of love for the 

Creator and created world and given that Dante's responses to 

John represent a distinct mixture of theological and philoso¬ 

phical reasoning which concludes in Cistercian mysticism, of 
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which St. Bernard is the first and greatest exemplar. 

Dante begins with the simple truth founded in the Scrip¬ 

tures as the bedrock of Christianity» the reason for love 

is love. He points to St. John's own writings, to the "Deus 

caritas est," and to that mystery of the beginning and the 

end» "'Lo ben che fa contenta questa corte, / Alfa ed 0 e 

di quanta scrittura / mi legge amore o lievemente o forte'" 

("'The good that satisfies this court is alpha and omega of 

all scripture that love reads to me in tones loud or low'") 

(Par.XXVI.16-18). St. John's subsequent desire to know the 

source and fuller meaning of Dante's words leadsto an expla¬ 

nation in seven stanzas by Dante, of which one commentator, 

Jerry Griswold, identifies five principal parts of the argu¬ 

ment. They are "The Imprint of Love." "The Good Kindles Love 

in the Understanding." "All Things Are a Reflection of the 

Divine Essence." "The Mind Moves Upon Apprehension of the 
g 

Truth," and "The Philosopher." These various stages of 

argumentation Griswold identifies as being primarily within 

the Thomistic tradition, one significantly indebted to the 

writings of Aristotle. Nevertheless, Griswold does detect 

Dante's use of several Neoplatonic metaphors, such as "kind¬ 

ling love" and the sun's rays. The fact that Dante is able 

to draw from both philosophic traditions means not only that 

Neoplatonists can lay some claim to identifying that philoso¬ 

pher "colui che mi dimostra il primo amore / di tutte le sus- 

tanze sempiterne" ("who established for me the primal love of 

all the eternal beings"), but also that the second part of 

Dante's explanation of love—which is Bernardian in nature 
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and, hence which draws from the Neoplatonic-Augustinian 

theological tradition of the Cistercian saint—does not seem 

to stand entirely opposed to his previous statements (Par. 

XXVI.38-39 ). 

The shift in the second half of St. John's examination 

on love is indeed a significant one. Dante's first response 

and the five major points about love which he had enumerated 

therein had been accepted by John on the basis of Dante's 

appeal to "intelletto umano / e per autoritadi a lui concorde” 

("human reason and of the authorities with it") (Par.XXVI.46- 

^•7). Yet, the holy examiner demands of Dante an acknowledg¬ 

ment of any other sources which had "drizzô l'arco tuo a tal 

berzaglio" ("directed thy bow on that target") of God. Thus, 

Dante the witness explains an alternate version of the work¬ 

ings of love in the universe. In his explanation he is able 

to trace out the pattern of love. He first posits the crea¬ 

tive and redemptive love of God, then the poet speaks of 

"kinds" of love, ranging from the perverse to the just. 

Finally, Dante admits that he recognizes two more aspects of 

the love of Godi that he can love the creation as well, after 

the Creator, and that there is a just proportion of the 

created goods. Dante says; 

Non fu latente la santa intenzione 
dell'aguglia di Cristo, anzi m'accorsi 
dove volea menar mia professione. 

Perô ricominciaii "Tutti quei morsi 
che posson far lo cor volgere a Dio, 
alia mia caritate son concorsii 

chè l'essere del mondo e l'esser mio, 
la morte ch'el sostenne perch'io viva 
e quel che spera ogni fedel com'io, 

con la predetta conoscenza viva, 
tratto m’ hanno del mar dell'amor torto, 
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e del diritto m'han posto alla riva. 
Le fronde onde s'infronda tutto l'orto 

dell'ortolano etterno, am'io cotanto 
quanto da lui a lor di bene e porto." 

(The holy purpose of Christs's Eagle was not 
hidden; it was, indeed, plain to me where he would 
direct my profession. Therefore I began againi 
"All those things whose bite can make the heart 
turn to God have wrought together in my charity; 
for the world's existence and my own, the death 
He bore that I might live, and that which every 
believer hopes for as I do, with the living 
assurance of which I spoke, have drawn me from 
the sea of perverse love and have brought me to 
the shore of the love that is just. The leaves 
with which all the garden of the eternal Gardener 
is embowered I love in the measure of the good He 
has bestowed on them.") (Par.XXVI.52-66) 

This second response of Dante—undeniably an acceptable 

explanation since "Si com' io tacqui, un dolcissimo canto / 

risonô per lo cielo, e la mia donna / dicea con gli altrii 

•Santo, santo, santo!'" ("As soon as I was silent, a strain 

of sweetest song resounded through the heaven, and my Lady 

sang with the rest 'Holy, holy, holyi'")—is an abbreviated 

version of one of the principal works of Bernard of Clairvaux, 

his De Diligendo Deo. As we will note later, one critic, 

Robert Hollander, suggests that there is a connection between 

this work of Bernard and Dante's Commedia in terms of the 

structure of the Commedia, yet neither he nor other commenta- 
o 

tors has glossed this passage as Bernardian in character. 

John Sinclair supplies only a general explanation» Dante 

"makes his declaration of all that has wrought together in 

his charity and of his full committal to the love that rests 

on faith and hope and includes them in itself. . . ,"10‘ 

The central position occupied by Virgil's exposition of 

love in Purgatorio XVIII has pointed to the overarching 
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importance and authority of "love'' in the Commedia. How¬ 

ever, even at that point Dante the poet had refrained from 

illuminating the entire concept of lovej Virgil must say, 

’"Quanto ragion qui vede / dir ti poss'ioj da indi in là 

l'aspetta / pur a Beatrice, ch'l opra di fede '" ("'As far 

as reason sees here I can tell theej beyond that wait for 

Beatrice, for it is a matter of faith '") (Pur g.XVIII.46-48). 

Indeed, the very idea of a definable "First Cause" or "Good,” 

which is loving and has entered men's time, had eluded the 

ancients, including Virgil. Hence, we readers must with 

Dante wait for a further exposition of love among those who 

dwell in paradise. Joyfully, the answer comes from the mouth 

of Dante himself and his now-full understanding is applauded 

by all of the enlightened souls, including St. John, around 

whose own words the Commedia and all Christianity revolve. 

What is the nature of Bernard's words that Dante would 

cite them as the "other cords" which draw him to God? Dante 

points to the central notion in Bernard's mystical theology 

when he, the poet, speaks of being "drawn. . . from the sea 

of perverse love" and being "brought. • . to the shore of the 

love that is just." Although there is a sense of process and 

progress implied by the phrase, Dante's image of the sea and 

shore immediately recalls the sense of division between the 

two stages. A passage from Etienne Gilson's The Spirit of 

Mediaeval Philosophy makes clear the significance of the divi¬ 

sion, since this concept of division is found only in the 

theological tradition espoused and elaborated by Bernard and 

not in the Thomistic theology frequently cited as the best 
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source of Dante's teachings. Gilson explains, 

On the one side we have a love conceived in the 
Graeco-Thomist manner, based, that is to say, 
upon the natural and necessary inclination of 
all beings to seek their own proper good before 
all else. For those who hold this physical 
conception there is a fundamental identity 
between love of self and love of God, as if it 
were altogether one and the same thing at bottom 
to love oneself and to love God, to love God and 
love oneself. The ecstatic conception, on the 
contrary, postulates self-forgetfulness as the 
necessary condition of all true love of that 
which literally puts the lover 'outside himself,' 
'beside himself,' and sets free our love of 
another from all that might seem to connect it 
with our egoistic inclinations.H 

We have evidence of this type of "self-forgetfulness" at 

various points in the Commedia. especially at Dante's three 

baptisms in the poem and in Canto X of the Paradiso. In the 

sphere of the Sun, Dante's desire for God subsumes all else, 

even the best part of himself, his love of Beatrice. He says, 

"Cor di mortal non fu mai si digesto / a divozione ed a rend- 

ersi a Dio / con tutto il suo gradir cotanto presto, / come 

a quelle parole mi fee' ioj / e si tutto' '1 mio amore in lui 

si mise, / che Beatrice eclisso nell'oblio" ("Never was heart 

of mortal so ready for worship or so swift to yield itself to 

God with its whole assent as I became at these words, and all 

my love was so set on Him that it eclipsed Beatrice in for¬ 

getfulness" (Par.X.55-60)» 

By examining the various parts which make up Dante's 

second explanation to St. John—the kinds of human love and 

the love of the Creator—we are also able to detect the basic 

construct and elements in Bernard's mystical theology as con¬ 

ceived in the De Diligendo Deo. Dante's first citation, "for 
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the world's existence and my own, the death he bore that I 

might live," refers to the centrality of the Incarnation inso¬ 

far as Christ's death and resurrection assured the redemption 

for all mankind. The emphasis upon Dante's personal position 

with regard to Christ's death, "that I might live," recalls 

a certain passage in another of Bernard's works. The saint 

speculates, 

I think that the chief reason why the Invisible 
God wished to become visible in the flesh, and 
to live as a Man among men, was manifestly this— 
that He might first win back the affections of 
fleshly creatures who could not love otherwise 
than in the flesh, to the salutary love of Himself 
in the flesh, and thus step by step lead them fin¬ 
ally to a love that is purely spiritual.12 

Clearly, Dante is progressing well toward that "purely spiri¬ 

tual" love, yet his manner of phrasing the first statement in 

self-reflexive terms cleverly recalls his prior state. 

Bernard calls this loving God still in relation to oneself 

the second degree of love, the first being carnal love. When 

Dante particularizes in his second phrase ("that which every 

believer hopes for as I do, with the living assurance of 

which I speak"), so that the "world's existence" becomes 

"every believer" and Christ's death is "the living assurance," 

the poet emphasizes the Christian movement toward a higher 

love for the Creator. Simply stated, any believer in God 

should move toward God with greater rapidity and confidence 

than a non-believer, since the former has more than natural 

reason with which to recognize his dependency on God. Fur¬ 

thermore, as Bernard says, "Easily. . . do they grow in love 

who know that they themselves are more lovedt for him to 
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whom less has been given loves less." Thus we note that 

Dante's words refer to faith and hope, as well as to the 

grace bestowed by God in the Incarnation, "the living assur¬ 

ance of which I spoke." Finally, Dante echos the theme of 

dual movements so frequent in Bernard's writings» the grace 

of God inclines men to love Him and the charity of man moves 

him toward God. The love and grace of God is always present, 

yet fallen man must actively work to regain his likeness to 

the Divine. It is for this reason that St. Bernard conceives 

of love in four degrees, ranging from the carnal to the 

ecstatic, and for this reason that Dante actually journeys 

from the inferno to paradise—"from the sea of perverse 

love. . . to the shore of the love that is just." Dante's 

second response to St. John during his examination on love 

effectively places into the appropriate theological context 

of De Diligendo Deo the prior and subsequent travellings of 

Dante. Of course, Dante's Commedia is a polysemous work and 

one cannot afford to disparage any of the other theological, 

political, philosophical or literary traditions which Dante 

has absorbed into his poem. Nevertheless, the special place¬ 

ment of St. Bernard's mystical theology in the examination 

of love testifies to its importance in the work as a whole. 

Furthermore, as we may locate the use of De Diligendo Deo in 

one of the essential discussions of the Commedia, so we may 

see that its elements are placed by Dante into significant 

positions in the very structure of the poem. 

St. John's "Deus caritas est" is both the essence and 

the form of the Commedia which, among other evidence, is 
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apparent by the placement of Virgil's exposition of love in 

the very center of the work (even though Virgil had only been 

able to explain the relative deficiencies in all of those 

presently confined to purgatory). To understand the over¬ 

arching structure of love working in the Commedia, we may 

turn to St. Bernard's De Diligendo Deo, as Robert Hollander 

has done in his study of the invocations in Dante's work. 

As the subject of his work is the invocations themselves, 

this critic is only able to suggest that the stages of Dante's 

development, his presence at certain parts of the three 

realms, his guides, and the poet's invocations all correspond 

to the stages of love as described by the Cistercian saint. 

St. Bernard does provide an overview of the process of love 

with which we may compare the structure of Dante's work» 

First, therefore, man loves himself for his own 
sakei for, he is flesh and he can have no taste 
for anything except in relation to himself. And 
when he sees that he cannot subsist of himself 
he begins to seek God through faith as something, 
as it were, necessary for him, and to love Him. 
Thus he loves God according to the second degree, 
but for his own sake, not for Himself. But when, 
in truth, on account of his own necessity he has 
begun to worship and come to Him again and again 
by meditating, by reading, by prayer and by being 
obedient, little by little God becomes known to 
him through experience, in a sort of familiarity, 
and consequently He grows sweèt; and thus by tast¬ 
ing how sweet is the Lord he passes to the third 
degree so that he loves God now, not for his own 
sake but for Himself. Yes, in this degree he 
stands still for a very long time, and I know not 
if the fourth degree is attained in its perfec¬ 
tion by any man in this life so that, forsooth, 
a man loves himself only for the sake of God.I**" 

From this overview and Bernard's more elaborate discussions 

in De Diligendo Deo and in his sermons on the Song of Songs 

on the progression of love to God, Hollander has suggested 
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the following schema for the Commedia» 

Dante’s Development Locus 

I. Correction of 
the will 

II. Perfection of 
the will 

III. Correction of 
the intellect 

IV. Perfection of 
the intellect 

Inf.I - XXXIV 

Purg.I - XXIX 

Purg.XXX - 
Par.XXX.90 

Par.XXX.90 - 
Par.XXXIII 

Guide 

Virgil 

Virgil 

Beatrice 

St. Bernard 

"Bernard's De diligendo Deo divides love into four 
gradus»" 

1. man loves self 
for self 

2. man loves God 
for self 

3» man loves God 
for Himself 

4. man loves self 
in God 

("homo diligit se propter se")j 

("homo diligit Deum propter se")j 

("homo diligit Deum propter ipsum")i 

("homo diligit se propter Deum").^ 

When we recall Beatrice's explanation in the fourth 

canto of the Paradiso. that "sense perceptions" are necessary 

for the intellect, the efficacy of Hollander's divisions can 

be strongly maintained. There are striking differences in 

poetic subject matter and poetic structure between the 

Inferno, Purgatorio. Earthly Paradise and Paradiso. and the 

Beatific Vision, respectively» such differences seem to bear 

out a Bernardian explanation of the structure of love in the 

Commedia. Most instructive are the initial encounters of 

Dante with persons—or souls—located in a given region. As 

Dante's examples of the sinners, penitents, and saints are 

all placed within the hierarchies of inferno, purgatorio, and 

paradiso, so we may take his first figures in each realm to 

be essentially representative of all in the same condition 

of damnation or salvation. 
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The circuitous journey of Dante and Virgil downward in 

the Inferno provides the ideal image of those caught in the 

first degree of love} their carnality leads them only deeper 

into themselves—into sin and into a greater rejection of God. 

On the shores of Acheron, Dante characterizes the condemned 

of the inferno as self-willful. He says that they "bestem- 

miavano Dio e lor parenti / l'umana spenzie e 'il luogo e '1 

tempo e '1 seme / di lor semenza e di lor nascimenti. / Por 

si raccolser tutte quante inseme, / forte piangendo, alia 

riva malvagia / ch’attende ciasum uom che Dio non teme" 

("blasphemed God and their parents, the human kind, the place, 

the time, and the seed of their begetting and of their birth, 

then, weeping bitterly, they drew all together to the accursed 

shore which awaits every man that fears not God") (Inf.III.- 

103-08). The misdirection of their wills and their loss of 

"il ben dell' intelletto" ("the good of the intellect") have 

effected their own damnation (Inf.111.18). It is significant 

that Dante names the first sinners in hell proper, those in 

the second circle, to be carnal sinners. In their self¬ 

absorption, the company of lovers ideally represents all of 

those who must eternally occupy the inferno. As Renato 

Pogglio makes clear in his well-known article, "Paolo and 

Francesca," there is no real love except self-love among those 

in the second circle.^ Rather, the lovers suit Bernard's 

description of "the first degree of lovei man loves himself 

for his own sake." ' David Higgins illustrates the nature of 

Francesca's carnal lovei 
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For the passion which grapped her when alive, 
and which still dominates her now, is akin to 
an animal intoxication, non-rational, selfish, 
possessive, vindicative when thwarted, and it 
is all credit to Dante's superb artistry that 
something of these darker emotions are indeed 
apparent in the flow of her passionate discourse. 
. . . And how more effectively could Dante convey 
the possessiveness in her mad passion, then by 
her complete domination of her lover Paolo, whose 
only comments she permits are the sobs which are 
the continum to her tale?^° 

We may note that Bernard's first category is matched by Dante 

in his offering the carnal sinners in Canto V as the first 

inhabitants of hell proper; furthermore, another description 

by Bernard may also have served as an inspiration for Dante's 

structure of the inferno. Etienne Gilson provides a para¬ 

phrase of St. Bernard's description of the "circle of the 

impious"i 

For they revolve in a vicious circle. Continually 
urged on by desire, they naturally go in search of 
all that may serve to slack it, but always they 
pursue it by running endlessly round and round the 
same circle, instead of breaking out of it once 
and for all, and entering the straight way that 
would bring them nearer to their end.1' 

The image reminds one of the "trimmers" at the vestibule of 

the inferno. Yet, we may understand through the aid of 

Bernard's concept, that in fact all of the condemned sinners 

have sought satisfaction from some "whirling banner" which 

compells them only to run in an incessant circle. To have 

left their revolutions of desire would have required an exer¬ 

tion of will by which they seek not their own good, but that 

of another or that present in the highest good, God. 

In Bernard's understanding of human nature, he does not 

deny this first level of love, nor assume that anyone can 
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pass immediately to the second and higher degrees. Just as 

man's understanding must he informed by sense perceptions, 

so fallen man's movement back to God begins with carnal lovei 

"since nature is rather weak and feeble, it is impelled at 

the bidding of necessity to serve itself first." However, 

carnal love is contemptible when it is unwilling to recog¬ 

nize that desire naturally impells one to the higher goods. 

Bernard cites several practical examples in his De Diligendo 

Deo* 

It is natural to everyone who uses his reason, 
to desire always according to his judgment and 
intention, what is more capable of satisfying 
him and to be content with nothing which is 
wanting in what he considers preferable. For 
he who has a good-looking wife, for instance, 
gazes with wanton eye upon one beautiful, and 
he who is dressed in costly attire desires 
something more costly, and one possessing much 
wealth envies the man who is wealthier.21 

In Canto XVIII of the Purgatorio. Virgil strikes a similar 

theme of the process of desire when he explains the nature 

of lovei 

"Vostra apprensiva da esser verace 
tragge intenzione, e dento a voi la spiega, 
si che l'animo ad essa volger face} 

e se, rivolto, inver di lei si piega, 
quel piegare I amor, quell'I natura 
che per piacer di novo in voi si lega. 

Poi, come '1 foco movesi in altura 
per la sua forma ch'è nata a salire 
la dove piu in sua matera dura, 

cosi l'animo preso entra in disire, 
ch'ê moto spiritale, e mai non posa 
fin cosa la cosa amata il fa gloire." 

("Your perception takes from outward 
reality an impression and unfolds it within you, so 
that it makes the mind turn to itj and if the mind, 
so turned, inclines to it, that inclination is love, 
that is nature, by which pleasure is bound on you 
afresh. Then, as fire moves upward by its form, 
being born to mount where it most abides in its 
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matter, so the mind thus seized enters into desire, 
which is a spiritual movement, and never rests till 
the thing loved makes it rejoice.”) (Purg.XVIII.22-33) 

In this central explanation of the Commedia, Virgil is unable 

to explain either the nature of desire (i.e. "the knowledge 

of primary ideas") or the function of free will. The former 

is an article of faith which Virgil says "no man knows" and 

which Dante himself affirms during St. John's examination of 

love in the Paradiso: there Dante simply states, "The leaves 

with which all the garden of the eternal Gardener is embowered 

I love in the measure of the good He has bestowed on them." 

Concerning the latter, we may understand that the virtuous 

pagan, however well-versed in reason, cannot understand free 

will as those who are saved can. In a very real sense, the 

salvation of Beatrice and the others has depended upon their 

acts of free will which had removed them from the first degree 

of love and the "circle of the impious." St. Bernard main¬ 

tains that even the infidel, in the natural progress of 

desires, should realize that God is necessary to his exist¬ 

ence» "For, that innate sense of justice which reason is not 

ignorant of, cries out to him from within that he is bound 

with his whole self to love Him to whom, he is not unaware, 

he owes all that he is." Through this recognition, the 

pagan, and in fact every man, passes from the first to the 

second degree of love, whereby man loves God for his own sake. 

Thus, despite Dante's and our own inclinations to see Virgil 

as one of those saved, we must understand that by not recog¬ 

nizing their dependence on God, Virgil and the other virtuous 

heathens had essentially not progressed from the "circle of 
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the impious." Virgil himself admits that "Onde, poniam che 

di necessiatate / surga ogni amor che dentro a voi s'accende" 

("every love that is kindled in you arises of necessity"), 

yet we have only to note the extreme surprise registered on 

his face at the vision in the Earthly Paradise to know that 

Virgil had not exercised his free will to believe in the 

Creator (Purg.XVIII.70-71). 

Instead, we have the figure of Cato to mark Dante's 

arrival into Purgatory and into the second stage of his jour¬ 

ney. Cato's presence is not puzzling given Dante's and St. 

Bernard's understanding of the process of love. Dante's 

reason for numbering Cato among the saved is explicitly given 

in his Convito and De Monarchia» "We read of Cato that he 

thought of himself as born, not for himself, but for his 

country and for all the world. . . . That he might kindle the 

love of liberty in the world he showed of what worth it was, 

for he chose to go forth from life free rather than remain in 
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it without liberty." ^ Cato's love for "all the world" was a 

manifestation of his love for the Creator, without which one 

cannot truly love his neighbor as himself. In the Purgatorio, 

Cato emphasizes the distinction between himself and those 

former companions and countrymen in the valley in hell. His 

allegiance is no longer to the pagan world, but to the Chris¬ 

tian one» 

"Marzia piacque tanto alii occhi miei 
mentre ch' i' fu' di là," diss'elli allora 
"che quante grazie volse da me, fei. 

Or che di là dal mal fiume dimora, 
più muover non mi puô, per quella legge 
che fatta fu quando me n' usci' fora. 

Ma se donna del ciel ti move e regge, 
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come tu di', non c'l mestier lusinghei 
bastisi ben che per lei mi richegge." 

("Marcia so pleased my eyes while I was yonder" he said 
then "that whatever kindness she sought of me I did; 
now that she dwells beyond the evil stream she cannot 
move me more, by the law which was made when T Came 
forth from thence. But if a lady from Heaven moves 
and directs thee, as thou sayst, there is no need of 
fair wordsi let it suffice thee to ask me for her 
sake.”) (Purg.1.85-93) 

Cato then commands Virgil to gird Dante and to bathe that 

traveller’s face; this is the first of several spiritual 

baptisms which mark the progress of Dante's journey. It is 

at this point only that Dante is fit to leave the inferno and 

its effects behind and to enter the ante-purgatory. The 

image with which the poet signals the new segment of the 

journey is a significant foreshadowing of that description 

Dante uses in Paradiso XXVI to demarcate the realms of per¬ 

verse and just love. The traveller says here, "Venimmo poi 

in sul lito diserto, / che mai non vide navicar sue acque / 

omo che di tornar sia poscia esperto" ("We came then on to 

the desert shore that never saw man sail its waters who after 

had experience of return") (Purg.1.130-32). 

As in the Inferno, the first shades or groups of shades 

whom Dante encounters in the Purgatorio match certain charac¬ 

teristics which St. Bernard assigns to those currently in the 

respective degrees of love. Among those who occupy the Valley 

of the Princes are pairs of former enemies, the Emperor 

Rudolph and King Ottocar, and Peter of Aragon and Charles of 

Anjou, men who now in purgatory regard each other as neigh¬ 

bors. In this scene Dante effectively contrasts the goodwill 

of the repentent enemies with the carnal lovers in Canto V of 
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the Infernoi what greater state of animosity can we conceive 

of than that between the former lovers Francesca and Paolo, 

she endlessly speaking and he silently weeping? 

The visual effect of Dante's having passed from the 

first level of love to the next is further illustrated by 

Dante's passage over the three steps of penance, by the pen¬ 

itent prideful, and by the virtue given as example on the 

first terrace. Mary's humility—"perche iv'era imaginata 

quella / ch'ad aprir l'alto amor volse la chiarej / e area 

in atto impressa esta favella / 'Ecce ancilla Dei'" ("for 

she was imaged there who turned the key to open the supreme 

love, and in her bearing she had this word imprinted» * Ecce 

ancilla Dei'")—represents that which is impossible in carnal 

love, the realization of one's dependency not on oneself, but 

on God (Purg.X.41-44). What Robert Hollander calls the per¬ 

iod of "perfection of the will," then, is essentially the 

ordering of that love for God which one has realized. Reit¬ 

erating this theme, Charles Williams explains Virgil's 

description of the structure of the mountain of purgatory» 

"all things must be love in order and after their proper kind 

and with (as one may say) the proper form—the manner and 

ceremony that belongs to it. The primal good itself must be 

first preferred? then the secondary goods must be loved in 
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measure and with their due concern." 

According to St. Bernard, the ascent to the third degree 

of love is a natural movement, but it involves a giving over 

of oneself for the love of God. He explains» 
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From the occasion that arises from frequent 
needs it is necessary that man should frequently, 
in repeated intercourse, go to God who in such 
intercourse is tasted, and it is by tasting that 
it is proved how sweet is the Lord. Thus it 
happens that when once His sweetness has been 
tasted, it draws us to the pure love of God more 
than our need impells. . . • This is the third 
degree of love by which God is now loved for His 
very self."2* 

As their loves are still disordered, the souls on the moun¬ 

tain terraces of purgatory have not yet achieved any entirely 

selfless love for their Creator. The last few cantos of the 

Purgatorio do, however, represent that perfection of love 

and will originally found in Eden, the earthly paradise. As 

the soul . attempts to regain the likeness to God, then, it 

moves forward into the past, the pre-lapsarian state. This 

"progress" is paralleled in those central cantos of the 

Paradiso wherein Dante demonstrates his proper knowledge of 

faith, hope, and love, and then he meets our father Adam. 

Indeed, as Hollander states, "starting in Purgatorio XXX 

Dante is the only intellectually developing character in the 

poem, and what he learns for the next thirty-three cantos, 

under the guidance of Beatrice, as his intellect is corrected, 

is to love God for Himself." Dante needs to learn by 

instruction what the sanctified souls in paradise already 

have achieved, the contemplation of God. It is at this point 

that Virgil acknowledges the final limitation of his capacity 

for instructing Dante. Only one who has and who is "love 

perfected," that is Beatrice, can lead Dante closer to God. 

Thus Virgil prepares to pass over his charge to herj he tells 

Dante, "Non aspettar mio dir piû ni mio cennoi / libero, 
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dritto e sano è tuo arbitrio, / e fallo fora non fare a suo 

sennoi / per eh' io te sorra te corono e mitrio” ("No longer 

expect word or sign from me. Free, upright and whole is thy 

will and it were a fault not to act at its bidding! there¬ 

fore over thyself I crown and mitre thee") (Purg.XXVII.139-^2). 

Just before those final words of Virgil to Dante, the 

traveller sees another of his many visions in purgatory. In 

this dream of the maidens, Leah and Rachel, he says, 

giovane e bella in sogno mi parea 
donna vedere andar per una landa 
cogliendo fiorii e cantando diceai 

"Sappia qualunque il mio nome dimanda 
ch' i' mi son Lia, e vo movendo intorno 
le belle mani a farm! una ghirlanda. 

Per piacermi alio specchio qui m'adornoi 
ma mia suora Rachel mai non si smaga 
dal suo miraglio, e siede tutto giorno. 

Ell' è de' suoi belli occhi veder vaga 
com' io dell' adornarmi con le mani, 
lei lo vedere, e me l'ovrare appaga." 

(I seemed 
to see in a dream a lady young and beautiful going 
through a meadow gathering flowers and singingi 
"Know, whoever asks my name, that I am Leah, and I 
go plying my fair hands here and there to make me a 
garland; to please me at the glass I here adorn 
myself, but my sister Rachel never leaves her mirror 
and sits all day. She is fain to see her own fair 
eyes I to adorn me with my hands. She with seeing, 
and I with doing am satisfied.") (Purg.XXVII.96-108) 

These are the Biblical figures which are types of the active 

and contemplative lives, Leah and Rachel respectively. There 

are frequent references to these Old Testament women in terms 

of Christian lifestyles. On accepting the papacy, St. 

Gregory the Great is known to have regretted the loss of his 

Rachel, an undisturbed monastic life of contemplation.2^ In 

like manner, St. Bernard recognizes the demands of the papal 

office on his Cistercian brother, Eugene. His former abbot 
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now addresses Pope Eugenius IIIi "Unless I am wrong, you are 

taken from the embrace of your Rachel against your will, and 

as many times as you experience this suffering, your grief 

28 
will necessarily be renewed." Yet, a consideration of . 

Dante's two figures would be incomplete without the third, 

Matelda in the Earthly Paradise, whom Sinclair calls "a sym- 

bol of the active life in perfection." 7 Each and all of the 

three figures take on richer meanings within the context of 

the writings of the Abbot of Clairvaux. The tension between 

Bernard's own mystical inclinations and his pastoral respon¬ 

sibilities resulted in an approach to the question of the 

states of life—active, contemplative, and apostolic—from an 

eminently practical point of view. He believed that all 

three types of lives are vocations, with the diversity possi¬ 

ble both in the monastic life and in the entire Christian 

community. Thomas Merton, the modern Cistercian commentator, 

examines Bernard's ninth sermon on the Canticle of Canticles 

and concludes* 

His doctrine is the traditional teaching of the 
Fathers. Echoing St. Augustine and St. Gregory 
the Great, and sounding a note that will after¬ 
wards be taken up by St. Thomas Aquinas the first 
Abbot of Clarivaux declares that the zeal of apos¬ 
tolic souls, flowing from contemplative union with 
God, leads to an activity which is in a sense 
higher than and preferable to contemplation.30 

Thus, Sinclair's description of Matelda is not sufficiently 

precise. She is Dante's figure of the apostolic vocation, 

one whose loving contemplation of God is represented by her 

place in the Earthly Paradise (the locus of perfect love 

before the fall) and whose consequent apostolic action is 
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demonstrated by her smiling, her gathering of flowers, and 

her baptism of Dante. This theme of the apostolic life will 

occur throughout Dante's Faradiso. as the traveller perfects 

his knowledge of the saints, Mary, God, and himself. 

At the beginning of Canto XXIV of the Purgatorio, 

Matelda bids Dante to look and to listen. At this, a light 

like continual lightning "E una melodia dolce correva / per 

l'aere luminosoj onde buon zelo / mi fè riprender l'ardimento 

d' Eva" ("And a sweet melody ran through the shining air; at 

which good zeal made me blame Eve's boldness") (Purg.XXIX. 

22-24). Dante's description recalls to us the popular medi¬ 

eval correlation between Mary and Evei the perfect fiat of 

the Virgin effectively replaces the disobedient will of the 

first created woman. The elaborate procession which immedi¬ 

ately follows Matelda's warning is generally regarded as a 

highly allegorical representation of the "Church Militant" 

in which prophets, evangelists, virtues, monastic orders— 

upon which the earthly church rests—appear as or in a mag¬ 

nificent car, drawn by the dual-natured griffin and bearing 

Beatrice. Within this context, then, Beatrice is taken to 

represent Revelation, or perhaps a type of Christ or the 

Eucharist. 

One critic,, however, has viewed the pageant in a very 

different context. James Wimsatt has formulated a convinc¬ 

ing argument for regarding "Beatrice as a Figure for Mary" 

and as such, the pageant of the Earthly Paradise is viewed 

with reference to the Annunciation. The reference then 

extends back to Matelda as a figure for Mary, as we shall 
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see, and to Dante's initial reaction at the beginning of 

Canto XXIX. Wimsatt presents his argument as concisely as 

one could wish» 

To begin to see how Beatrice in Eden is a figure 
for Mary, it is appropriate to consider the pro¬ 
cession as it approaches Dante across the stream 
in Eden in Canto 29. Seven candlesticks repre¬ 
senting the spirits of God are followed by twenty- 
four elders who personify the books of the Old 
Testament. The lilies they are crowned with have 
the color of Faith, the characterizing virtue of 
those who proceeded Christ. Lilies are common 
symbols of the Annunciation, the event at which 
the Incarnation takes placej they are therefore 
especially appropriate for the elders since the 
Incarnation was seen as the whole subject of the 
Old Testament. Accordingly, all the elders join 
in singing words clearly based on those of the 
angel of the Annunciation» 'Benedicta tue ne le 
figlie d'Adamo' ('Blessed are you among the daugh¬ 
ters of Adam') (Purg.29.85-86). In its varying 
the angel Gabriel's statement to Mary, 'Blessed 
are you among women,' to emphasize the female pro¬ 
geny of Adam, the song aptly suggests the histori¬ 
cal coverage of the Old Testament books which the 
elders represent—from the Creation to the Incar¬ 
nation. 31 

Wimsatt is also able to draw evidence from the cry of the 

elder, "Veni, sponsa, de Libano," a clear reference to the 

Canticles and a form of address to both Mary and to the con¬ 

templative. Dante himself repeats the evocation in the 

fourth canto of the Paradiso when he addresses Beatrice as 

"amanza del primo amante” ("beloved of the First lover") 

(Par.IV.118). This Wisdom terminology as applied to the 

Virgin and to the beatified soul was a form popularly real¬ 

ized in St. Bernard's homilies in praise of the Blessed 

Virgin Mary and in his sermons on Solomon's Canticle of 

Canticles.^ 

St. Bernard’s Marian devotion was widely known during 
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the twelfth and following centuries. It was he who so 

greatly appreciated the scene of the Annunciation, for in it 

he saw a perfect act of love issued in her free will. As 

Thomas Merton explains Bernard's beliefs, "Mary's fiat which 

was her greatest work, and therefore the culmination of all 

that we can call her 'active' life,- is'also the crown of her 

contemplative. We shall see that is, above all, the very 

heart of her 'apostolate.'" In this sense, Merton continues, 

Bernard can call Mary the "Queen of the Apostles" since her 

contemplative act has borne the fruit of Christ and thus the 

fruits of the Apostles and of the Church.It is entirely 

appropriate, therefore, that Dante arranges for the first 

appearance of Beatrice to be in this context of the Incarna¬ 

tion, as that primary moment in history. 

Such references to Mary at the Incarnation and as the 

woman of the Wisdom literature are completed by the Apoca¬ 

lyptic characteristics of Beatrice as she appears in the 

Earthly Paradise. Church tradition by the time of St. Bernard 

and Dante had come to accept the three temporal roles of Mary 

in the Scriptures* she was foreshadowed in the Old Testament 

(Books of Genesis, Wisdom, Isaiah, and Micah). was present 

in the New Testament, and has her place in the future as well, 

as revealed in St. John's Book of Revelation. Thus Wimsatt 

notes the fullness of Dante's image of Beatrice. The critic 

sees in Canto XXX a "second, separate evocation" of the 

woman of Revelation. Beatrice appears shortly after day¬ 

break so that the light of the newly-risen sun suffuses about 

her; the car is beneath her, and her green garment of hope 
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glows. Wimsatt naturally associates this with John's visioni 

"The Apocalypse having been the primary source of the pageant 

from the beginning, surely now its 'central vision' is evokedi 

'A great sign appeared in heaveni a woman clothed with the 

sun and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown 

of twelve stars' (12.1)." Wimsatt explains that much of the 

initial attribution of that figure to Mary comes from Bernard, 

who had seen "the sun as Christ, the moon as the Church, and 

the woman as Mary, mediatrix between Christ who shines on her 

and the Church which is at her feet."-> We may easily deduce 

the impact of Bernard's teaching on the theological reason¬ 

ing and practices of the Church} his argument for seeing 

Apoc.l2ilff in terms of Mary has been used for "the third 

Nocturne of the Feast of Mary Help of Christians, May 2^^ 

and as the lesson on Saturday within the octave of the nativ¬ 

ity of Mary."-^ 

Dante's second baptism and second penance in the cantos 

of the Purgatorio mark the transition from those souls still 

struggling with the baser part of their humanity, namely 

their carnality or self-concern. Those figures who appear 

in the Earthly Paradise are notable for their purity and 

their perfection of love. The baptismal rites in the River 

Lethe thus confirm Dante as one of those whose wills are 

totally corrected, whose now-selfless love admits him to 

Eden as it was created and, eventually, to the presence of 

God. There is a certain theological and poetic justice to 

have Cato and Beatrice mark the two ends of the Purgatorio 

and to respectively introduce the second and third degrees 
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of love. On one hand, Cato's presence is an assurance of 

the generous possibility for salvation; that a pagan suicide 

shall be admitted to paradise demonstrates the depth of 

God's salvific love, through which Peter bade the angel at 

the gate, "erri / anzi ad aprir ch'a tenerla serrata" ("err 

rather in opening than in keeping locked") (Purg.IX.127-28). 

On the other hand, Beatrice—as Revelation, as Wisdom, as 

Mary—represents the best, most complete vision of salvation 

for an individual soul. 

The question must arise as to the efficacy of a Beatri- 

cian figure within the structure of Bernard's four degrees 

of love; or to cite the case more accurately, one must reex¬ 

amine the validity of Bernardian framework given the figure 

of Beatrice in the Commedia. As an intermediary object, 

Beatrice is figured in many different terms. James Wimsatt 

sees her as Revelation and Sapientia, and as continuing to 

be a figure for Mary, the mediatrix between her son and man.^ 

Charles Williams claims that Beatrice assumes many roles, 

including being "a type of every relationship," "Dante's 

knowing," and as close of an image to the final one, God, 

which Dante could create. Williams formulates these meta¬ 

phors within his larger concern, that of seeing Dante’s work 

as the preeminent rendition of the "Way of Affirmation," 

traditionally viewed as one of the Christian approaches to 

God. The critic notes that the creed or maxim of this Way 

is that of St. Athanasius, "Not by conversion of the Godhead 

into flesh, but by taking of the Manhood into God." There¬ 

fore, Williams asserts that for those who hold to the "way 
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of affirmation',’ an image can well represent the process of 

man's movement toward Godj whereas, for those who hold to 

the "Way of Rejection," there must be a "renunciation of all 

images except the final one of God himself, and even-sometimes 

but not always—of the exclusion of that only Image of all 

human sense.From this study of the ways to God, Williams 

concludes that Dante's positive use of images of Florence, 

Virgil, and especially Beatrice makes his Commedia the fore¬ 

most example in Christian literature of the Way of Affirma¬ 

tion. 

In order to test Williams' thesis, and hence, to implic¬ 

itly test our own, we must examine very closely Dante's use 

of the figure of Beatrice in the various contexts in which 

she is used. We know from the opening cantos of the poem 

that she has been sent as an emissary from the Virgin Mary 

to "soccorri quei che t’amo tanto / ch'usci per te della 

volgare schiera" ("succour him who so loved thee Beatrice 

that for thy sake he left the vulgar herd") (Inf.II.104-05). 

With her simple reason, "amor mi mosse che mi fa parlare" 

(love moved me and made me speak"), Beatrice enlists the 

aid of Virgil for guiding Dante through the realms of the 

inferno and up the mountain of purgatory. Although Beatrice's 

prayers and example are always known to Dante—occasionally 

Virgil will use her name to motivate Dante or the guide will 

refer questions he cannot understand to her inspired wisdom,— 

her actual presence in the Commedia is strictly limited. 

We may understand the necessity of that limitation by exam¬ 

ining Dante's early work, the Vita Nuova. The poet's minor 
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work is essentially a description of and praise for the 

object of his love, Beatrice. Yet, as is apparent from the 

closing words of the Vita Nuova. Dante's sentiments toward 

the Florentine girl undergo a profound change. The poet 

reveals in his concluding remarks that "After I wrote this 

sonnet there came to me a miraculous vision in which I saw 

things that made me resolve to say no more about this blessed 

one until I would be capable of writing about her in a nobler 

way." Dante then follows with the very famous statement, 

"I hope to write of her that which has never been written of 
*30 

any other woman.The source and nature of the vision the 

poet refrains from revealing. It is logical to conclude, 

however, that as Dante must now speak of her in a nobler 

way, Beatrice has herself been ennobled. 

The precise distinction made by Dante between Beatrice 

as earthly love object in the Vita Nuova and her named in 

the Commedia as the "true praise of God," is enacted during 

her appearance in the Earthly Paradise. Robert Hollander 

has marked the second of the Bernardian divisions at this 

point, the thirtieth canto of the Purgatorio. for several 

reasons» Dante has regained the homeland of perfectly 

created man (with reference drawn to Aquinas' explanation 

in Canto XIII of the Paradiso that creation was perfect in 

Adam and Christ), the traveller has completed his acts of 

penance, and Beatrice now becomes Dante's guide. Virgil's 

reason had been adequate for his task of leading Dante 

through the regions where God had either not been loved or 

been loved on account of His blessing of salvation. However, 
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the role of faith becomes essential in the Earthly Paradise, 

as we may discern from Bernard’s remarksi 

Reason as well as natural justice impels that 
other [the infidel3 to surrender his whole self 
to Him from whom he has received all that he 
is, and reminds him that he is bound to love 
Him with his whole self. To me a Christian, 
to be sure, faith reveals that He should be 
loved the more and to the degree that I under¬ 
stand He is to be esteemed above myself; I, 
forsooth, who hold that He is the Bestower not 
only pf myself but even of His very self as 
well.40 

Bernard has said that, unlike the pagans, the Christians who 

have had the Son, have the Father and the Holy Spirit as 

well. Beatrice, then, must be a figure of Christian faith 

and hence, one who loves God for Himself. Beatrice does not 

appear on the mountain terraces of purgatory because the 

love of God has not been perfected there and Dante, in the 

conclusion to the Vita Nuova. has exempted her from the 

ignoble, the imperfect. 

There is other evidence that Dante wishes to draw a 

strong line between imperfect and perfect love besides his 

implicit rejection in the Vita Nuvoa of the type of love 

described therein. In Canto XXXII of the Purgatorio. Dante 

is duly chastized for fixing his eyes upon Beatrice in the 

old manner; he relàtes at the sight of her, "cosi lo santo 

riso / a se tralli con l'antica rete; / quando per forza mi 

fu volto il viso / ver la sinistra mia da quelle dee, / 

perch' io udi' da loro un "Troppo fisol '" ("so did the holy 

smile draw them to itself with the old net, when my face was 

turned perforce to my left by those divine ones, for I 

heard them say; ’Too fixed'.'”) ( Purg. XXXII. 5-9 ). The poet 
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has already held as reprehensible the self-absorbing lust of 

Francesca and the other carnal lovers buffeted by the storm 

in the second circle of hell. Marianne Shapiro highlights 

the contrast between the base love in the Inferno and the 

perfect love in the Paradiso by comparing the beauty of the 

women found in both places. Beatrice's beauty, figured in 

her eyes and in her smile, deepens as she and Dante ascend 

to the higher spheres. Miss Shapiro gives two other examples, 

Francesca and Piccarda, in her work, Women Earthly and Divine 

in The Comedy of Dante» 

In comparison to Francesca, whose beauty was 
taken away when her physical beauty was des¬ 
troyed, we see that Piccarda is more beautiful 
than she had ever been on earth. . . . The aim 
of Francesca's love was physical delight} its 
incentive was physical beauty; Piccarda's love 
grows from charity (43-44) and its fulfillment 
is in God. Francesca's motive was self-oriented; 
Piccarda's, to transcend her self in conformity 
to His superior will. 

This critic further notes that the poet's rejection of Francesca 

prefigures the dream of the Siren in Canto XIX of the Purga- 
Jko 

torio. J There, the alluring image of carnal love—"'Io son,' 

cantava 'io so dolce serena, / che i marinari in mezzo mar 

dismago; / tanto son di piacere a sentir pienaï'" (”'I am,' 

she sang 'I am the sweet siren who beguile the sailors in mid¬ 

sea, so great delight it is to hear me'”)—is revealed for 

all its putrefaction (Purg.XIX.19-21). 

There has always been a significant amount of critical 

casting about to determine precisely what Beatrice represents. 

Yet, it is clear from her placement in the Commedia and from 

her strict function within the poem that Beatrice is Dante's 
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love, both as the object of his love and as the representa¬ 

tion of that love which bears him through the spheres. The 

theological implications of this role for Beatrice come to 

light when we review Etienne Gilson's analysis of love as 

promulgated by the mystical writers. Gilson says that "the 

ecstatic conception postulates self-forgetfulness as the 

necessary condition of all true love, of that which literally 

puts the lover 'outside himself,' 'beside himself,' and sets 

free our love of another from all that might seem to connect 

it with our egoistic inclinations." As was discussed earlier, 

this conception of love does not preclude the carnal, but is 

based upon it, wherein one naturally begins with "egoistic 

inclinations' before progressing from there. In this sense, 

Charles Williams' assessment of the Commedia in terms of the 

Way of Affirmation is correct. The Beatrice which the poet 

uses as a primary image in Paradiso is the same Beatrice from 

Dante's past and previous writings. In Canto XXXI of the 

Purgatorio, Beatrice refers to Dante's earlier devotion and 

her role as examplei "si udirai come in contraria parte / 

mover dovieti mia carne sepolta" ("so shalt thou hear how my 

buried flesh should have directed thee the other way" (Purg. 

XXXI,4?-48). Next, Beatrice affirms the efficacy of her 

example, yet her rhetorical turn converts the expected posi¬ 

tive example into a negative onei 

"Mai non t'appresentô natura o arte 
peacer, quanto le belle membra in ch'io 
rinchiusa fui, e sono in terra spartej 

e se '1 sommo piacer si ti fallio 
per la mia morte, quai cosa mortale 
dovea poi trarre te nell suo disio? 
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Ben ti dovevi, per lo primo strale 
delle cose fallaci, levar suso 
di retro a me che non era piu tale." 

"Never did nature or art set before thee 
beauty so great as the fair members in which I was 
enclosed, and they are crumbled in the dust; and if 
the highest beauty thus failed thee by my death, 
what mortal thing should then have drawn thee 
into desire for it? Truly thou oughtest, at the first 
shaft of deceptive things, to have risen up after 
me who was such no longer." (Purg.XXXI.49-57) 

Beatrice chastizes Dante for not having continued in his love 

of her, yet his ascent would have been to her "who was such 

no longer." Echoes from the concluding lines of the Vita 

Nuova are prominent in this passage, as are the Bernardian, 

mystical strains of self-forgetfulness and the rejection of 

carnal love. 

Charles Williams' attempt to explain Dante's Commedia 

in terms of the Way of Affirmation versus the Way of Negation 

simply places an undue strain on his categories and a suffo¬ 

cating limitation on the workings of the poem. As Beatrice 

herself makes clear, she is his love now only insofar as that 

love is perfected. Marianne Shapiro explains» "It is only 

as a result of the transcendence of the human self that the 

pilgrim may come to know the union with God that is his goal. 

The 'asceticism of love' which is necessary to this end forms 
jkk 

the basis of Dante's denial of carnal love in the Comedy." 

In fact, the poet and traveller (now one in paradise) aban¬ 

dons not just the baser, selfish elements of that love em¬ 

bodied in Beatrice; he rejects the imperfection of the world 

itself. Charles Williams remarks well that "the fundamental 

fact is that the Paradiso is an account of the perfected 
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universe" and there is no better image of this than in the 

it *5 
twenty-second canto. J Beatrice bids Dante, '"vedi quanto 

monda / sottoli piedi già. esser ti fei'" ("'see how much of 

the universe I have already put beneath thy feet'") and he 

consents» 

Col viso ritornai per tutte quante 
le sette spere, e vidi questo globo 
tal, ch' io sorrisi del suo vil semblante; 

e quel consiglio per migliore approbo 
che 1' ha per meno; e chi ad altro pensa 
chiamar si puote veramente probo. 

With my sight I returned through every one of 
the seven spheres, and I saw this globe such that 
I smiled at its paltry semblance; and that judgement 
which holds it for least I approve as best, and he 
whose thought is on other things may rightly be 
called just. (Par.XXII. 133-38) 

Thus the world as Dante sees it from this vantage point is 

a type of unredeemed man, whereas he is now among those men 

and women who are redeemed and whose love and whose wills 

are in harmony with their Creator. 

It is only from that heavenly vantage point that Dante 

and we see that the souls in paradise are essentially involved 

in a contemplative act. Reading back through the earlier 

parts of the Commedia. analogous to Dante's looking back 

through the seven spheres, we can discover a new perspective 

on the various elements of the journey. The contemplative 

nature of Beatrice (i.e. love) had been revealed in the second 

canto of the Inferno » she called herself an emissary of Mary, 

whose own act of contemplation was the Incarnation; she was 

named "true praise of God"; and she was summoned from her 

seat "con l'antica Rachele" ("beside the ancient Rachel") 
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(Inf.11.102-03). Furthermore, the whole process of love in 

Purgatory—penance and correction of the will—is necessarily 

directed toward mystical union. This process and progress 

is that which is described by St. Bernard in many of his 

writings, with the end, "mystical marriage," virtually iden¬ 

tical to Dante's. Among the Abbot's many sermons on the Song 

of Songs appears this rejoinder» "I said at the end of my 

last talk and I feel no reluctance in repeating it, that I 

desire every one of you to become a partaker of that sacred 

union in which holy devotion recalls God's favors with joy 

46 
and the giving of thanks." 

This is the state of the souls in paradise. Each loves 

and praises God not to some arbitrary, common degree, but to 

his fullest extent. The call to contemplation is individual 

and that accounts for the hierarchical structure of paradise 

as Dante is first given to understand it. Nevertheless, as 

has been discussed earlier, the "image" of a vertically- 

extended Empyrean is only an aid for Dante's yet imperfect 

understanding. The contemplative founder of western monas- 

ticism, St. Benedict, explains to Dante the true nature of 

the heavenly spheres when the traveller asks to see the great 

saint with his "imagine scoverta" ("face unveiled")} Benedict 

reveals the priority and progress of contemplative vision» 

"Frate, il tuo alto disio 
s’adempierà in su 1'ultima spera, 
ove s'ademption tutti li altri e '1 mio. 

Ivi è perfetta, matura ed intera 
ciascuna disianza, matura ed intera 
e o^rni parte là ove sempr'era, 

perche non e in loco, e non s’ impolai 
e nostra scala infino ad esso varca, 
onde cosï dal viso ti s' invola." 
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"Brother, thy high desire shall be fulfilled 
above in the last sphere, where is fulfilment of all 
the others, and my own. There all we long for is 
perfect, ripe, and whole. In it alone each part is 
where it always was; for it is not in space and does 
not turn on poles» and our ladder goes up to it and 
therefore steals thus from thy sight." (Par.XXII.61-69) 

Dante's spiritual role in the Paradiso is to be able to climb 

that ladder of mystical vision himself, to reach his level of 

perfected love and will by which he can ask for the grace to 

look on God. The poetic pattern has been seen in the ascent 

in purgatory toward the realization of perfected love in Bea¬ 

trice» the poet placed further evidence and explanation in 

her mouth in Canto V of the Paradiso» "'Io veggio ben si 

come già resplende / nell'intelletto tuo l'etternal luce, / 

che, vista, sola e sempre amore accende» / e s'altra cosa 

vostro amor seduce,/ non ë se non di quella alcun vestigio'" 

("'I see well how there shines now in thy mind the eternal 

light which, seen, alone and always kindles love» and if 

aught else beguile your love it is nothing'" (Par.V.7-12). 

What Beatrice proceeds to explain is the sanctity of vows, 

and throughout this last book of the Commedia, she and other 

redeemed souls enlighten Dante's understanding on various 

items of faith. In this process he comes to know all which 

man is capable of knowing and he nears the contemplative 

act as he passes from ignorance to full understanding. The 

examinations by Sts. Peter, James, and John verify the educa¬ 

tional process as the ever-deepening smiles and ever-brighten¬ 

ing eyes of Beatrice reflect the new fullness of Dante's love, 

will, and understanding. This forms a sharp contrast to the 
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state of those who have not passed beyond the level of carnal 

love. Whereas in heaven all potential human understanding 

is actualized, in the inferno the understanding is perverted» 

before the Last Judgment, they know past and future, but no 

present events, and after that day, knowledge for them will 

be completely curtailed. 

At last, Dante reaches the Empyrean where he will see, 

in Beatrice's words, "'l'una e l'altra milizia / di paradiso, 

e l'una in quelli aspetti / che tu vedrai all' ultima gius- 

tizia'" ("'the one and the other soldiery of Paradise, and the 

one in that aspect in which thou shalt see them at the last 

judgement'") (Par. XXX.43-45). His will, love, and now under¬ 

standing have all been perfected. Yet, here he and we should 

recall the poet's earlier description of the Incarnation, the 

central act in history» "Man could never within his limits, 

give satisfaction, for he could not go so low in humility, 

by a later obedience, as, by disobedience, he had thought to 

go high" (Par.VII.97-100). The action of God's grace is abso¬ 

lutely indispensable to salvation and to mystical contempla¬ 

tion. In ascending to the Empyrean, Dante had noted, "io 

compresi / me sormontar di sopr'a mia virtute" ("I was con¬ 

scious of rising beyond my own powers") (Par.XXX.57-58). 

There is also earlier evidence that the action of grace is 

operative not only in the most sublime moment of beatific 

vision. The entire movement of man to God is made conceiv¬ 

able by grace, as Statius testifies just after his soul is 

"taken by surprise" and is lifted from the penitential duties 
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of Purgatory. These experiences of Dante and Statius fall 

exactly in line with the description St. Bernard has offered 

in his writings about mystical contemplation. Thomas Merton 

has condensed the account of ascenti 

As the Father looks down from heaven into the 
loving soul that seeks him in 'tears of compunc¬ 
tion' and beholds there the likeness to his Son 
reappearing, as the simplicity of the concealed 
image begins to be free from the dark crust of 
sin, he instantly pours more love into the soul 
and raises it towards him ever more and more, 
until finally by a faithful correspondence to 
grace, the perfect image is restored, and the 
soul is now utterly purged of all the 'fear' 
that is inseparable from 'unlikeness' to God. 
From then on, the way to heaven is nothing but 
confidence and love, and St. Bernard does not 
hesitate to promise, as the normal terms of the 
Cistercian life of simplicity, a perfect union 
of wills with God,.by love, which he calls the 
mystical marriage. 

This is nowhere more dramatically enforced than at the moment 

of mystical union. Dante confirms by his own experience the 

sudden acceptance of man into the visual presence of God; he 

exclaims, "'0 abbondante grazia ond 'io presunsi / ficcar lo 

viso per la luce ettema, / tanto che la reduta vi consunsil'" 

("' 0 abounding grace, by which I dared to fix my look on the 

Eternal Light so long that I spent all my sight upon itt ' " 

(Par.XXXIII.82-84). Paradoxically, grace, although primary 

in the Incarnation and in the formulation of a Christian life, 

is antecedent to man's acts of love and will as he seeks to 

regain his likeness to God. That is, the essential gap between 

man's original disobedience and his present obedience can only 

be overcome by God himself, by lifting man beyond his power 

to Himself. 
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That "essential gap" explains why Beatrice cannot her¬ 

self escort Dante to the point of divine rapture. His love 

is simply incapable of reaching God. Thus, she gives over 

her role much as Virgil had done in the earthly paradise. 

Robert Hollander has defined at this point Dante's passage 

from the third to the fourth level of love and the transition 

is again marked by a baptismal rite. In her last words to 

Dante, Beatrice says, "'L'alto disio chemo t'infiamma e 

urge, / d'aver notizia di cio che tu vei, / tanto mi piace 

più quanto più turge» / ma di quest 'acqua convien che tu 

bei / prima che tanta sete in te si sazii"’ ("'The high desire 

that is now aflame and urgent in thee to have knowledge of 

that which thou seest pleases me more the more it swells} 

but first thou must drink of these waters before this great 

thirst of thine can be satisfied'" (Par.XXX.70-74). Hollander 

calls these last cantos a perfection of the intellect, not 

because Bernard can provide such explanations as Virgil, 

Beatrice, and the saints have given, but because the Cister¬ 

cian abbot points to the road of intellectual perfection in 

faith. Dante's son, Pietro Alighieri, has annotated this 

section of the text as follows» "The metaphor is that we 

cannot see and know God through theology, but through grace 

and contemplation. Hence, through St. Bernard, that is through 

contemplation, he obtains from the Virgin the privilege of 

seeing such things as cannot be apprehended through the 

48 written word." It is entirely appropriate for Bernard to 

assume the role of Dante's mentor. The poet seems to have 
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included an implicit tribute to the great spirituality of 

Bernard by allowing him who once expressed reservations 

about unperfected man's attainment of the mystical vision 

to be Dante's guide to such a perfect end. Also, Bernard's 

teaching on the Incarnation, on Mary, and on the mystical 

marriage are Dante's tools in rounding out the Commedia. 

Most importantly, Bernard functions to represent the efficacy 

and action of grace. After all, the saint directs a prayer 

to the Virgin Mary in order that she through her grace can 

direct Dante's vision to her Son and to the Trinity. 

The question of Mary's "own" grace must be addressed 

here. Largely due to the writings and devotion of St. Bernard, 

Mariology reached its height in the twelfth century. During 

that period and later, almost all of the current doctrine 

concerning the Mother of God was generally formulated, with 

only the degree rather than the essence of basic beliefs 
iLQ 

still being discussed. 7 Among those whose Mariology was 

more conservative, however, was Thomas Aquinas. He believed 

that Mary's intercessory powers were strictly limited, as 

Hilda Graef concludes from the philosopher's writings! 

St. Thomas relates her mediation of grace 
strictly to the Incarnation and even so she 
mediates grace only 'in some way' (quodammodo). 
that is to say her mediation is not direct 
at all. Her intercession in heaven is not 
touched upon, much less her association with 
the Redemption under the Cross.*0 

From this analysis we can see that Dante's own beliefs regard¬ 

ing Mary bear greater resemblance to those of the Cistercian 

writer than to those of the Dominican. Bernard had posited 
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a much stronger role for Mary, as the proximity of her will 

and her being to God is unique among mankind. The Abbot 

notes, "Her will was in such great harmony with God's that 

he joined not only her will, but even her flesh, to himself 

so completely that from his substance and the Virgin's He 

51 
made one Christ, or rather he became one Christ." She, 

having found grace in God, is our means to grace from God, 

as Bernard's Sermon on the Aqueduct proclaims. Therefore, 

as the primary figure in positive Marian devotion, Bernard 

in his role in the closing cantos of the Commedia takes on 

an even richer meaning, especially appropriate to Dante's 

own extensive Marian devotion. The poet confirms the popular 

teachings of St* Bernard through the saint's own words to 

Dante in Paradiso XXXIi 

"Acciô che tu assommi 
perfettamente disse 'il tuo cammino, 
a che priego e amor santo mandommi, 

vola con li occhi per questo giardino; 
chè veder lui l'acconcerà lo sguardo 
piu'al montar per lo raggio divino. 

E la regina del cielo, ond' io ardo 
tutto d'amor, ne fara ogni grazia, 
perô ch' i' sono il suo fedel Bernardo." 

("In order that thou mayst complete thy 
journey to the very end, for which prayer and holy 
love have sent me, fly with thine eyes through this 
garden, for seeing it will prepare thy sight to 
mount higher through the divine radiance; and the 
Queen of Heaven, for whom I am all on fire with love, 
will grant us every grace, since I am her faithful 
Bernard.") (Par.XXXI.94-102) 

St. Bernard addresses Mary with complete confidence, pro¬ 

claiming that she has "ennobled" human nature, that she was 

the locus of the renewal of love in the world, and even that 

the grace she bestows anticipates man's prayers for her 
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intercession. The beauty of Bernard's words reveals both 

popular devotion and Church doctrine, and they illuminate 

the poet's own reason for revealing Mary in this small, but 

exceedingly significant segment of the Commeida. 

Erich Auerbach outlines the following as the structure 

of St. Bernard's prayeri 

The first three stanzas (w.1-9) deal with the 
Virgin's earthly part in the history of human 
salvation; vv.1-3» containing the invocation, 
summarize this historical aspect. 

The last three stanzas (vv.13-21) deal with 
the Virginiè permanent aspect of mother of 
grace and mediatress; vv.19-21, finishing the 
eulogy, summarize this permanent aspect. 

The verses 10-13, with their distinction 
between what Mary is in Heaven and what she is 
on earth, form the transition from the first to 
the second part.>2 

Bernard's prayer, emphasizing Mary's roles in mediation and 

grace, has certain and specific reference to the moment of 

the Incarnation. As a principal participant in that event 

when the eternal God entered human time, Mary's role is not 

analogous to Christ's, who was both God and man, but she is 

the means by which Christ became man; in the final stanzas 

of the Commedia she will become the means by which Dante can 

achieve the beatific vision. St. Bernard has, in his writ¬ 

ings, described the Virgin Mary as an aqueduct that leads the 

waters of grace from their source, God, to the earth. J As 

such, Mary ideally represents the apostolic life, one whose 

perfect contemplation at the Incarnation has brought forth 

Christ. She is,therefore Bernard's and Dante’s sign of God's 

grace flowing to men, enabling them to embark on the path of 

contemplation» forged by Christ, cleared by the examples of 
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the saints and martyrs, and now traversed by Dante as a modern 

Aeneas or Paul. 

As the mediatrix of grace, Mary directs her eyes to her 

Son, who, as part of the Godhead, catches Dante up into con¬ 

templation of Himself « 

Li occhi da Dio diletti e venerati, 
fissi nell'orator, ne dimostraro 
quanto i devoti prieghi le son gratij 

indi all'ettemo lume si drizzaro, 
nel qual non si dee creder che s'invii 
per chreatura l'occhio tanto chiaro. 

E io ch'al fine di tutt' i disii 
appropinquava, si com'io dovea, 
1'ardor del desiderio in me finii. 

Bernardo m'accennava e sorridea 
perch' io guardassi susoj ma io era 
già per me stesso tal quai ei volea; 

che la mia vista, venendo sincera, 
e più e piCl intrava per lo raggio 
dell'alta luce che da sê I vera. 

(The eyes by God beloved and reverenced, fixed on 
the suppliant, made plain to us how dear to her 
are devout prayers» then they were directed to the 
Eternal Light, into which it is not to be believed 
that any creature should penetrate with so clear 
an eye. And I, who was drawing near to the end of 
all desires, ended perforce the ardour of my crav¬ 
ing. Bernard signed to me with a smile to look 
upward, but already of myself I was doing what he 
wished» for my sight, becoming pure, was entering 
more and more through the beam of the lofty light 
which in itself is true.) (Par.XXXIII.40-54) 

This passage is crucial to our understanding of Dante's move¬ 

ment toward the mystical vision. First occurs Mary's assent 

to aid Dante through her intercessory powers. At this point 

Dante, "who was drawing near to the end of all desires," says 

he "ended perforce the ardour of my craving." The natural 

end of desire is, of course, that which is love itself. With 

love, will, and understanding perfected, Dante can extinguish 

hope and even himself, insofar as his love and will are nearing 
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oneness with God, the fulfillment of hope and the completion 

of love. 

It happens that even Dante's language has been caught 

up by God; the verbs with which the poet describes the exper¬ 

ience are now passive, reflecting the action of grace on the 

contemplative soul. Dante relates that "quasi tutta cessa / 

mia visione" ("my vision almost wholly fades”) and we realize 

that the traveller has become what he had denied in the sec¬ 

ond canto of the Inferno, like Paul. In that work of Bernard's 

which Dante had recommended in his letter to Can Grande 

appears this statementi 

he is greatest of all, who, scorning the use of 
sensible objects insofar as is possible to human 
frailty has accustomed himself occasionally to 
soar in contemplation to the sublime, not by 
gradual steps but by sudden ecstasies. I think 
the ecstasies of Paul are of this last typei 
ecstasies, not ascents, for he says.he was 
"caught up," not that he ascended.54 

In the final verses of Canto XXXIII, Dante is repeatedly 

caught up to higher levels of vision and ecstasy. Substance, 

accidents, time, and infinite goodness are revealed for Dante 

and in his apprehension of these intangibles, he knows that 

the vision is only possible within the light and goodness of 

God. His will is becoming one with the Creator's» "A quella 

luce cotai si diventa, / che volgersi da lei per altro aspetto / 

è impossibil che mai si consenta; / perô che '1 ben, ch'ê del 

volere obietto, / tutto s'accoglie" ("At that light one 

becomes such that it is impossible for him ever to consent 

that he should turn from it to another sight} for the good 

which is the object of the will is all gathered in it" (Par. 
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XXXIII.100-04). 

Dante is then granted a vision of the trinity, which he 

describes in terms couched in Cistercian mysticism. The 

three circles of the trinity are .encircled in the love of the 

Holy Spirit which revolves around the circles of the Father 

and Son. Moreover, Dante describes, with great difficulty, 

the vision of man's likeness within the color and circling of 

the trinity. He says, "veder volca come si convenne / 1'imago 

al cerchio e come vi s'indova" ("I wished to see how the image 

was fitted to the circle and how it has its place there”) 

(137-38). The ultimate vision—that understanding of man in 

and of God—the poet cannot describe, but he can reveal the 

effect of it« "All'alta fantasia qui manco possj / ma già 

volgeva il mio disio e '1 velle, / si come vota ch' igual- 

mente è mossa, / l'amor che move il sole e l’altre stelle” 

("Here power failed the high phantasy, but now my desire and 

will, like a wheel that spins with even motion, were revolved 

by the Love that moves the sun and other stars") (142-45). 

The image is beautiful, its theology specific. When Dante 

seems to see the reflected light of the trinity "pinta della 

nostra effige" ("Painted with our likeness"), he recognizes 

perfect man, and with the final burst of his ardour and the 

final gift of grace from God, he becomes one with God. He 

has found his end in the Alpha and Omega and is subsumed in 

the Deus caritas est. Moreover, he has reached the state 

which Bernard only postulates in De Diligendo Deoi "Happy 

is he who has deserved to attain as high as the fourth degree 
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where a man does not love himself except for the sake of God."^ 

Embraced by God and delivered up of all self-will and carnal 

love, Dante and his vision of man are reconciled into the 

Godhead, and he, as man, loves and is loved as all is loved— 

as God loves. 
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